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Here's a beautiful floral archive featuring the "queen of flowers," waiting to be brought vividly to life

in full color by flower lovers and coloring book enthusiasts everywhere.Expertly and accurately

rendered by artist Ilil Arbel, the illustrations in this easily affordable volume depict 46 different

varieties of the universally recognized symbol of perfection, elegance, romance, and love â€” among

them the York and Lancaster (Damask) rose, the stately Le Reine Victoria (Bourbon) rose and the

double bloom, long-stemmed Cherry Vanilla (Grandiflora). Other examples include:Hybrid Tea

Roses: Color Magic, Brandy, Peace, First Prize, Royal Highness, Double Delight, Garden Party,

Tropicana, Mister Lincoln, ParadiseGrandiflora: Sundowner, Love, Prominent, Arizona, John S.

Armstrong, Pink ParfaitFloribunda: First Edition, Europeana, Rose Parade, Bahia,

CharismaPolyantha: Cecile Brunner, China Doll, The FairyClimbers: Blaze, Golden Showers,

America, Royal Sunset, New DawnMiniatures: Gold Coin, Starina, Cinderella, Holy ToledoHistoric

Roses: Rosa foetida bicolor (Austrian Copper), Rose eglanteria (Sweet Briar Rose). Duchesse de

Brabant (Old Tea), Great Maiden's Blush (Alba), Communis (Moss), Hermosa (China), Tuscany

Superb (Gallica), Rosa Mundi (Gallica)Captions for these lovely royalty-free illustrations describe

coloring, height, foliage, size of blossoms and fragrance, while a glossary of rose terminology is to

be found at the end of the book.
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I love love love these coloring books! My favorite thing about these books is that are good enough

to frame when you done with the picture!Colored pencils work best on these books!!Relaxing

coloring book for adults!!! I'm a mom of 2 and at the end of the day this is my escape...Recommend

to all adults ...men and women!Please let me know if my review helped you in your purchase !

When I received this book I was happy to find the roses were both large and detailed in these

pages. What I also liked was that included on each page is a description and history on each Rose.

As I person with an interest in all roses this feature appealed to me. I have since purchased this

book to give to a family member. I would recommend this coloring book for anyone who enjoys

roses.

This is a nice coloring book for both pleasure coloring or for ideas in other artwork. It contains 45

roses to color. Each rose it accompanied by a brief description of the flower. And the flowers are

drawn in a variety of settings (i.e. in vases, on a trellis, or alone).

Made for anyone who loves roses as well as for anyone who loves to color. The pages are clear

and concise with a write-up about each rose. It even tells you what color the rose is so you can color

it true to life. While not a coloring book for a young child those of us who didn't outgrow the love of

coloring will absolutely love this coloring book.

Roses are my favorite flower and I love them all. If it was left up to me I'd have a yard full front, side,

and back! They come in so many beautiful colors, shapes, and sizes and they are all beautifully

illustrated in this book. Coloring these lovely flowers to life is indeed the purest pleasure ever and

gives me many hours of relaxation and calm contentment!! After coloring the pictures I love to look

at them over and over because they give me so much joy and pleasure. Very, very talented artist! I

will keep this book forever!

The pictures themselves are good but a little bit to childish. I would prefer softer more pencil sketch

type. There could be a better variety of "poses" for me also. Maybe a full plant and a small in ground

view.



Love this book of roses for coloring with good details. I am practicing shading with colored pencils. I

did not make it 5 stars is because both sides of the page has a drawing, so I have to photocopy

pages for practice. Good adult coloring book.

Roses, roses and more roses. Nice little bit of history, color and description with each picture.

Disappointed that no lavender roses were included but nothing to keep you from choosing colors

out of your garden regardless of the 'named' illustration colors. Cecil Bruner not accurate, portrayed

as a tea instead of dense, open habit of polyantha blooms. Several old favorites included, many

others I'm not familiar with, so will utilize 'poetic license' in color choices as noted above.
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